GANT HOME
SPRING/SUMMER 2018
Freshen up your home with elegant bedding and living room accessories in a
soft, summery color palette. The Spring/Summer 2018 Home collection presents
timeless designs coupled with contemporary details and accessories in superior
materials, such as Egyptian cotton sateen and 100% genuine linen that will last a
lifetime.

October 2017, Stockholm, Sweden
BEDDING
Bedding this season icludes a preppy update on classic
colors and patterns, making it just as elegant and sophisticated as before. The color palette varies from muted
soft green and pink to nautical shades of blue and gray.
The collection also features regimental patterns, such as
borders and hand-drawn designs, giving a new look to
the graphic trend and freshness to the preppy heritage of
GANT. New colorways can be found on GANT’s signature
Key West Paisley with elegant luster, alongside the delicate Birdfield pattern with soft tonal shading, bringing the
peace and quiet of nature into the bedroom.
ACCESSORIES
This season’s accessories include cushions in beautiful
woven linen blends and chunky graphic knits, together
with delicate paisley prints. Matching throws in a variety
of qualities of wool, wool/cashmere blend, and wool/
cotton blend create a classic yet elegant look and feel for
your home.

BATH
The seasonal designs bring a colorful summer vibe to your
home with premium towels in six new colors, presented
with sophisticated pastels and brighter colors to suit the
summer mood. As always, GANT premium towels are soft
and super-absorbent due to the zero-twisted yarn made
of high-quality cotton. To get yourself and your home
ready for a long summer by the shore, this season’s beach
towels are colorful with GANT graphics, both placed and
in multi-stripe.
The GANT Home Spring/Summer 2018 collection will be
available in stores and online from January 2018.
For further information, please contact:
Fanny Broms Seving, Global PR Manager
e-mail: fanny.broms-seving@gant.com
Phone: +46 736552846

GANT is the original American lifestyle brand with European sophistication, offering premium clothing, accessories and home furnishings
for men, women and kids. Born in 1949 on the campuses of the American East Coast universities and raised in Europe, GANT enjoys a
global presence in over 70 markets, 750 stores and 4,000 selected retailers. Please visit gant.com for more information.

